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about me
• trained in Map Cataloging at the 

American Geographical Society Library 

• previously Head of Cataloging & 
Metadata Services at Stony Brook 
University; Metadata Librarian at the 
University of Cincinnati and Eastern 
Washington University; and Map 
Cataloger at the Brooklyn Historical 
Society 

• I have been cataloging special 
collections for over 12 years, 
specializing in cartographic resources 

• research interests include: digital 
humanities, digital mapping, historical 
geography of Brooklyn, and ethics of 
metadata and linked data



outline
• introduction to rare & unique maps — what are they? how do they 

differ from “standard” maps? 

• examples + map terminology / components 

• map cataloging content standards + best practices 

• differences between “standard” map cataloging & rare or unique 
map cataloging 

• “good to know” map cataloging tips 

• map cataloging research tools 

• creating successful cataloging workflows



a quick note

• rare and unique cartographic resources can 
include a wide variety of materials, such as: 
globes, plans, map series, atlases, remote-sensing 
images, views etc. 

• due to time, this presentation will focus 
primarily on single sheet maps



defining rare maps
• generally referring to resources created before the 

rise of machine printing in the 19th century, 
although rare maps can include contemporary 
materials depending on an institution’s needs and 
collections (ex. a modern manuscript map, 20th 
century gas maps, all maps published before 
1900) 

• these resources have bibliographical and/or 
artifactual value in addition to the value of their 
content



user tasks for rare & unique 
maps impact description

• “users must be able to distinguish clearly among different 
manifestations of an expression of a work” 

• “users must be able to perform most identification and 
selection tasks without direct access to the materials” 

• “users must be able to investigate physical processes and 
post-production history and context exemplified in 
materials described” 

• “users must be able to gain access to materials whose 
production or presentation characteristics differ from 
modern conventions”

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf


common map terminology
• neat line — a line, usually grid, that encloses the detail of a map 

• cartouche — a panel on a map, usually with decoration, enclosing the title or 
other legends, scale, etc.  

• scale — the ratio of distances on a cartographic resource to the actual 
distances they represent. May be represented graphically on the resource (ex. 
bar scale), as a fraction (ex. 1:50,000) or verbally (ex. “1 inches = 200 feet”) 

• map projection — any systematic arrangement of meridians and parallels, 
portraying the curved surface of the sphere or spheroid upon a plane 

• geographic coordinates — coordinates on Earth in terms of latitude and 
longitude. 

• recto — the side of the map meant to be read first; the other side of the map is 
called the verso 

• state — when referring to maps: an impression that varies from another 
impression from the same plate (or other printing surface) because of some 
change in the plate, etc.

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf


common map terminology
• inset — a separate map position within the neat line of a larger map



common map terminology
• location map — a small-scale map inset in, or placed in the margin of, a 

map at a larger scale to show the location of the area represented by the 
latter



common map terminology
• relief — inequalities of elevation and the configuration of land features on the 

surface of the Earth 

Mangan, Elizabeth U., ed. Cartographic Materials: A Manual of Interpretation for AACR2.  
Chicago : American Library Association, 2002,



let’s look at some examples:

diagramming early maps of 
North America & NYC 





Geographic coordinates

Cartouche 
Ex. 500 Includes cartouche.

Prime Meridian 
Ex. 500 Prime Meridian: Greenwich.



Decorative illustration 
Ex. 500 Includes illustrations of  

sea animals.

Pictorial relief 
Ex. 500 Relief shown pictorially.





Compass rose 
Note: Not all maps are  

oriented north.

Index 
Ex. 500 Includes index.

Neat line 
Note: Map content may  

extend beyond neat line.
Reproduction statement 

Ex. 500 Facsimile of manuscript map. 





Statement of responsibility 
(“sculpt.” is abbreviation for  

engraver) 
Ex. 245 / |c T. Kitchin, sculpt.

Physical Relief. 
Ex. 500 Relief shown by hachures.

Scale bar 
Ex. 034 a |b 9800 

255 Scale [ca. 1:9,800]. 
Note: 255 was previously 507.

Hand coloring 
Ex. 300 1 map : |b hand col. 



let’s look at some examples:

different types of maps 



nautical charts 
a chart designed to assist navigation 

at sea or on other waterways







manuscript maps
maps written by hand







cadastral maps 
a map that delineates property boundaries





Note: This map has annotations, hand coloring, and is an imperfect copy.



pictorial maps
a map in which features are represented by 

individual pictures in elevation, or perspective, rather 
than by conventionalized cartographic symbols







map cataloging 
standards



2 main cataloging 
standards to choose from:  

RDA and DCRM(C)

040 |a YSM |b eng |e rda |c YSM 

040 |a YSM |b eng |e dcrmc |c YSM 



map cataloging standards: 
RDA

• RDA = Resource Description & Access 

• primary cataloging standard of the library 
community; dynamic version available via 
subscription to RDA Toolkit 

• pros: catalogers can create records more quickly 
than with DCRM(C)  

• cons: records may be less in-depth; omitting 
information may make the resources less findable 



map cataloging standards: 
DCRM(C)

• DCRM(C) = Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials 
(Cartographic) 

• created by the map cataloging community; based on 
DCRM(B) (Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Books)) 
and CM (Cartographic Materials), which is the primary 
cataloging guideline for map cataloging 

• pros: records have greater depth, which makes it easier to 
accomplish user tasks for rare materials; DCRM(C) records 
can be created at either minimal or full-level 

• cons: records take longer to create and may require more 
specialized skills on the part of the cataloger; DCRM(C) is an 
AACR2-based standard and not RDA-compliant



pre-cataloging decisions: 
which standard/s should you use?
• questions to ask in making these decisions: 

• what is the relevance of the items awaiting cataloging 
to the institution’s mission and the needs of its users? 

• is staff able to work concurrently with more than one 
cataloging code or description level? 

• how many other projects are in process and what are 
their requirements and priorities? 

• is staff able to keep up with the inflow of new 
materials?

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf


other standards:  
LCGFT

• LCGFT = Library of Congress Genre/Form 
Thesaurus; use to bring out broad genres or forms 

Example: 

651 _ 0 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) |v Maps 

650 _ 0 Roads |z New York (State) |z New York |v Maps 

655 _ 0 Road maps. 

655 _ 0 Maps.



other standards:  
AAT

• AAT = Library of Congress Genre/Form Thesaurus; 
use to bring out broad genres or forms  

Example: 

651 _ 0 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) |v Maps 

650 _ 0 Roads |z New York (State) |z New York |v Maps 

655 _ 7 Road maps. |2 aat 

655 _ 7 Maps (documents). |2 aat



other standards:  
RBMS controlled vocabularies
• RBMS = RBMS (Rare Book and Manuscript 

Section of ACRL); use to bring out artifactual 
components of a resource (map as object) 

Example: 

651 _ 0 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) |v Maps 

650 _ 0 Roads |z New York (State) |z New York |v 
Maps 

655 _ 7 Lithographs. |2 rbms



“standard” v. rare/unique 
map cataloging

• what stays the same: 

• basic elements and structure of description 
(whether using MARC or a different encoding 
standard) 

• for MARC: 

• Ex. Coded Physical Description (007), Main 
Entry or Authorized Access Point (1xx), Title 
(245), Edition (250), Imprint (264), Scale 
(034 & 255), Physical Description (300), 
Notes (500), Subject Headings (6xx), etc 



“standard” v. rare/unique 
map cataloging

• what’s different 

• more emphasis on transcription 

• more name tracing 

• more notes 

• more granularity of description 

• more research required 

• more working with imperfect copies



good to know: 
imperfect copies & local notes
• rare and unique maps may be imperfect; missing 

portions, illegible, physically damaged due to outdated 
preservation methods (ex. varnishing, mounting, taping) 

• most often, whether using RDA or DCRM(C), this 
information is put in a local note, unless you are doing 
original cataloging and cannot base your description on 
a perfect copy 

• Ex. 500 Description based on an imperfect copy; 
section of map missing at top, affecting text



Ex. 590 Library copy missing portion of lower right corner.



Ex. 590 Library copy very faded; much of map is illegible.



Ex. 590 Library copy varnished and mounted on linen.



good to know: 
early printing abbreviations

A.P.: Artist's proof  
B.A.T., Bon á tirer: Proof print approved by artist & ready to be  
handed over to the master printer  
Cael., caelavit: Engraved by  
Cum privilegio: Privilege to publish from some authority  
Del., delt., delin., delineavit: Drawn by  
Disig., designavit: Designed by  
Divulg., divulgavit: Published by  
Eng., engd.: Engraved by  
Exc., excud., excudit: Printed by or published by  
F., fac., fec., fect., fecit, faciebat: Made by  
H.C., Hors Commerce: Not for commercial sale  
Imp., Impressit: Printed by  
Inc,. incidit, incidebat: Incised or engraved by  
Inv., invenit, inventor: Designed by or originally drawn by  
Lith., litho., lithog.: Lithographed by  
Pins., pinxit: Painted by  
Scrip., scripsit: Text engraved by  
Sc., sculp., sculpt., sculpsit: Image engraved by 



good to know: 
printers v. publishers in imprint
• “the role of publishers, printers, and booksellers were not 

clearly delimited in the handpress period” 

• “statements relating to printing frequently appear prominently 
on early printed materials, reflecting the tendency of printers to 
function as more than solely manufacturers” 

• DCRM(C) says: “if the material bears only a statement 
relating to manufacture, or multiple such statements, 
generally assume the manufacturer(s) to also be 
functioning as publisher(s), distributor(s), etc.”   

• Ex. 264 _ 1 London : |b Printed by Robt. Sayer, no. 53 
Fleet Street, |c 1789.

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf


good to know: 
atlases as monographs or maps
• in early MARC cataloging, atlases were cataloged as 

monographs, not as maps 

• when looking at older records in OCLC, you may find 
monograph atlas records; you may also see 2 records for 
an atlas title (one as monograph, one as map) 

• it’s a good idea to form local policy about whether you will 
accept atlas monograph records if an atlas map record is 
not available 

• new original cataloging of atlases in OCLC should use the 
map record format 



good to know: 
look outside the lines 

• when cataloging early maps, make sure to look 
carefully outside the neat line; statements of 
responsibility and imprints are often printed on the 
corners of the sheet in very small font (use a 
magnifying glass!) 

• make sure to turn the map over to see if there is 
content on the verso 

• you may also want to use a light box to look for 
watermarks 



good to know: 
architectural photoreproductions 
• different reproduction processes were 

used to create plans, maps, and 
views during the mid-20th century  

• these include blueprints, blue line 
prints, diazotypes, positive and 
negative photocopies, etc 

• these materials are often highly acidic 
and special care needs to be taken 
when housing 

• my favorite reference work for 
identifying what type of print you are 
working with is: Architectural 
Photoreproductions: A Manual for 
Identification and Care by Eleanore 
Kissel and Erin Vigneau. It contains a 
VERY helpful flowchart for 
identification.



Ex. 500 Blueprint. Ex. 500 Blue line print.

Ex. 500 Diazotype.



good to know: 
dating maps

• early maps are often undated, which can make determining a 
date of publication or creation (in MARC: 264 |c) difficult 

• dates can be estimated based on the contents of the map (ex. 
the presence of a landmark), annotations, watermarks, life dates 
of the mapmaker or publisher, or typography 

• when in doubt, conjectured date ranges can be given if using 
DCRM(C) 

• if working with 20th century gas maps, look carefully around the 
edges of the map for alpha numeric codes. These correspond 
to a dating system used by the publisher and can be searched 
online. Ex. “1-4903-4” corresponds to 1951 for a map published 
by Rand McNally.



conjectured dates in 
DCRM(C) 

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf

http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmc/DCRMC.pdf


creating map cataloging 
workflows

• identify which cataloging standard you will be using and group like items together 
(I like to do this by geographic coverage, then by genre) 

• if using DCRM(C), determine if you will be creating minimal or full-level records 

• determine a workflow with your Preservation Department or Conservator before 
cataloging begins 

• determine physical processing procedures before cataloging begins (will you be 
barcoding? writing call numbers in pencil on the resource? labelling after 
encapsulation, etc?) 

• prioritize cataloging based on high-value collections and/or institutional need  

• take care of low-hanging fruit first, saving more difficult titles for later 

• set cataloging targets, but understand that rare cataloging can take longer than 
anticipated; make sure to communicate often with cataloging staff for updates and 
to help manage any problems that come up 

• map cataloging takes up a surprising amount of space; make sure you have 
enough room to accommodate maps in cataloging and processing areas



online map cataloging 
research tools

• Map Cataloger’s Toolbox — good resource for help on a wide range of map 
cataloging issues 

• WAML’s Map Librarian’s Toolbox — good resource for help on a wide range 
of map cataloging issues 

• Web articles and commentaries on specific topics in the History of 
Cartography by Tony Campbell — contains great bibliographies for early 
maps worldwide  

• A Carto-Bibliography of the Maps in 18th Century British and American 
Geography Books by Barbara Backus McCorkle — extensive bibliography 
for rare and early maps 

• WAML’s Date Codes for Maps — great resource explaining the dating of 20th 
century gas maps

** Links at end of presentation
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thank you!
questions? 

hansen.caro@gmail.com  
twitter: @meta_caro

mailto:hansen.caro@gmail.com

